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SummarySummary

The CDDA perspectiveThe CDDA perspective
ee--Science in the arts and humanitiesScience in the arts and humanities
Electronic Cultural Atlas Initiative Electronic Cultural Atlas Initiative 
ExemplarExemplar
Irish Studies Exemplar Irish Studies Exemplar –– as a problem to as a problem to 
be solvedbe solved
The way forward The way forward –– or how to make the or how to make the 
Grid relevant in the humanitiesGrid relevant in the humanities



CDDACDDA’’s objectivess objectives

To develop strategic humanities eTo develop strategic humanities e--
resourcesresources
To use these resources in its own research To use these resources in its own research 
and publish scholarly books and journal and publish scholarly books and journal 
articlesarticles
To develop methodologies that assist in To develop methodologies that assist in 
the management and interrogation of the the management and interrogation of the 
source materials to produce new source materials to produce new 
perspectives and scholarshipperspectives and scholarship



Data OutputsData Outputs
Historical census data for BritainHistorical census data for Britain
Welsh historical statisticsWelsh historical statistics
Mortality statisticsMortality statistics
Hearth Tax DataHearth Tax Data
Statistics on ReligionStatistics on Religion
Scottish National DictionaryScottish National Dictionary
Dictionary of the Older Scottish Tongue Dictionary of the Older Scottish Tongue 
British Parliamentary Papers with BOPCRIS British Parliamentary Papers with BOPCRIS 
Database of Irish Historical StatisticsDatabase of Irish Historical Statistics
Irish textsIrish texts
Key holdings from QUB Library Special collectionsKey holdings from QUB Library Special collections
British Parliamentary Papers referring to IrelandBritish Parliamentary Papers referring to Ireland
Act of Union Virtual Library including images and some OCR workAct of Union Virtual Library including images and some OCR work
Image scans of Latin texts for IrelandImage scans of Latin texts for Ireland
Stormont papersStormont papers
Historical diaries relating to ChinaHistorical diaries relating to China
Convict database for Down County Museum, Living LinenConvict database for Down County Museum, Living Linen
JSTOR Irish Studies LibraryJSTOR Irish Studies Library
Total funded work = TW$350,000,000Total funded work = TW$350,000,000



Scholarly outputsScholarly outputs
Methodological work concerned with the Methodological work concerned with the 
application of new techniques: CUP GIS in application of new techniques: CUP GIS in 
Historical Geography, papers in Historical Historical Geography, papers in Historical 
Methods, the Journal of the Royal Statistical Methods, the Journal of the Royal Statistical 
Society and the International Journal of GISSociety and the International Journal of GIS
The use of The use of ee--resources in traditional scholarship: resources in traditional scholarship: 
CUP book on Victorian Religion, Historical CUP book on Victorian Religion, Historical 
Geography etcGeography etc
Books and papers combining new Books and papers combining new 
methodological approaches and methodological approaches and ee--resources: resources: 
Counting Heads, Historical Atlas of Warwickshire, Counting Heads, Historical Atlas of Warwickshire, 
Mapping the Famine etcMapping the Famine etc



Grid technologiesGrid technologies
The three aspects of eThe three aspects of e--Science are likely to have varying impacts in Science are likely to have varying impacts in 
the humanities and artsthe humanities and arts
Access Grid: Is this really distance learning with a better inteAccess Grid: Is this really distance learning with a better internet rnet 
connection? Are humanities scholars going to change the connection? Are humanities scholars going to change the 
fundamental way they do research?fundamental way they do research?
Computation Grid: Do humanities and arts scholars need highComputation Grid: Do humanities and arts scholars need high--
powered computing power?powered computing power?
Data Grid: The key technology that will fundamentally change Data Grid: The key technology that will fundamentally change 
scholarship in the humanities and arts. scholarship in the humanities and arts. 
This is reflected in an upcoming article in the This is reflected in an upcoming article in the International Journal International Journal 
of Humanities and Arts Computingof Humanities and Arts Computing by David by David RobeyRobey, Head of ICT , Head of ICT 
with AHRC. He states:with AHRC. He states:

There should be no doubt about the potentially transforming impaThere should be no doubt about the potentially transforming impact ct 
of eof e--Science on the A&H. The most obvious application, though not Science on the A&H. The most obvious application, though not 
as we shall see the only one, is in data grid and related applicas we shall see the only one, is in data grid and related applications. ations. 
The The ‘‘data delugedata deluge’’ in the A&H may be less of a problem than in the in the A&H may be less of a problem than in the 
social sciences, but it is a real problem nonetheless. social sciences, but it is a real problem nonetheless. 



Unique challenges in the Unique challenges in the 
humanities and arts: The Data Gridhumanities and arts: The Data Grid

In the humanities the data grid is not as concerned with In the humanities the data grid is not as concerned with 
moving large amounts of data as in the sciences moving large amounts of data as in the sciences 
(although image databases can be large)(although image databases can be large)
It is It is more concerned with heterogeneous, fragmented, more concerned with heterogeneous, fragmented, 
partial, disparate partial, disparate ee--resources which are often smallresources which are often small
Information overload Information overload -- the digital delugethe digital deluge
Resource discovery problemsResource discovery problems
Interface and data harvesting problemsInterface and data harvesting problems
IntegratoryIntegratory difficultiesdifficulties
Data in ever more complex multimedia formats Data in ever more complex multimedia formats -- not just not just 
text but numbers, images, objects, video, sound filestext but numbers, images, objects, video, sound files
How to organise data How to organise data -- by subject, by chronology, by by subject, by chronology, by 
location location -- or all threeor all three……
But there are exemplarsBut there are exemplars……



CDDA CDDA -- a microcosm of the a microcosm of the 
issuesissues

Significant funding invested in developing Significant funding invested in developing ee--resources resources --
from JISC, AHRC, BA, ESRC, and internal investmentfrom JISC, AHRC, BA, ESRC, and internal investment
ee--resources based on outstanding analogue sources and resources based on outstanding analogue sources and 
key research interests at QUBkey research interests at QUB
Multitude of complex materials: Historical Multitude of complex materials: Historical HansardsHansards, , 
Database of Irish Historical Statistics, Act of Union Database of Irish Historical Statistics, Act of Union 
Virtual Library, RASCAL, Virtual Library, RASCAL, ee--Library of core materials on Library of core materials on 
Ireland, RASCAL, Ireland, RASCAL, HistPopHistPop, BOPCRIS, EU HGIS . . ., BOPCRIS, EU HGIS . . .
Issues relating to under use, maintenance, sustainability, Issues relating to under use, maintenance, sustainability, 
access and access and interlinkinginterlinking
Lack of investment in infrastructure in the UK Lack of investment in infrastructure in the UK –– AHRC AHRC 
decision not to continue funding AHDSdecision not to continue funding AHDS



The proof: early exemplarsThe proof: early exemplars
The Electronic Cultural Atlas InitiativeThe Electronic Cultural Atlas Initiative

UC BerkeleyUC Berkeley--based project with almost 1,000 based project with almost 1,000 
humanities and arts academic affiliates from humanities and arts academic affiliates from 
around the world holding spatially referenced earound the world holding spatially referenced e--
resourcesresources
Metadata that allows registered distributed Metadata that allows registered distributed 
datasets to be retrieved on the fly at object leveldatasets to be retrieved on the fly at object level
Software Software –– TimeMap TimeMap –– which allows retrieved which allows retrieved 
data to be selected and visualised and exporteddata to be selected and visualised and exported











But there are problems with the But there are problems with the 
ECAI modelECAI model

TimeMapTimeMap geogeo--data browser is not robustly data browser is not robustly 
supportedsupported
Bespoke ECAI metadata must be applied Bespoke ECAI metadata must be applied 
to datasets at object level to make them to datasets at object level to make them 
fully functionalfully functional
No way to automate the application of No way to automate the application of 
metadatametadata
Few datasets have been registeredFew datasets have been registered







An exemplar problem: Irish An exemplar problem: Irish 
StudiesStudies

Poorly defined subject areaPoorly defined subject area
No cohesive eNo cohesive e--resources currently existresources currently exist
But quite a lot of eBut quite a lot of e--resources data are resources data are 
there there -- Database of Irish Historical Database of Irish Historical 
Statistics, Act of Union Virtual Library, Statistics, Act of Union Virtual Library, 
Historical Historical HansardHansard, JSTOR journals, JSTOR journals
Challenge to bring these togetherChallenge to bring these together



Reality CheckReality Check

ee--Science preScience pre--supposes sophisticated levels of supposes sophisticated levels of 
information literacy and information skillsinformation literacy and information skills
ee--resources represent a high challenge resources represent a high challenge 
environment for the majority working in the environment for the majority working in the 
humanitieshumanities
Need to create a controlled environment to Need to create a controlled environment to 
develop skills necessary for edevelop skills necessary for e--ScienceScience



Developing a roadmapDeveloping a roadmap

Few real examples of the potential of the Data Few real examples of the potential of the Data 
Grid being realised. Grid being realised. 
Vital need for eVital need for e--infrastructure before the Data infrastructure before the Data 
Grid will meet potential Grid will meet potential –– place name gazetteers; place name gazetteers; 
chronological gazetteers; subject indexeschronological gazetteers; subject indexes
Need for a geoNeed for a geo--temporal data browser temporal data browser --
TimeMapTimeMap??
Need for detailed metadata Need for detailed metadata -- Enhanced Enhanced 
metadata or context sensitive intelligent metadata or context sensitive intelligent 
searchingsearching



Roadmap Project I: Roadmap Project I: 
Infrastructure basedInfrastructure based

Develop a comprehensive place name gazetteer Develop a comprehensive place name gazetteer 
using the English Placeusing the English Place--Name Society analogue Name Society analogue 
gazetteergazetteer
Test gazetteer using AHDS/ECAI holdingsTest gazetteer using AHDS/ECAI holdings
CostCost –– TW$40,000,000TW$40,000,000
Provide hooks to link eProvide hooks to link e--resources together and resources together and 
develop exemplar projects develop exemplar projects -- DomesdayDomesday IIII
Other eOther e--infrastructure developments underway infrastructure developments underway 
with partnerswith partners





Roadmap Project II: Content Roadmap Project II: Content 
based on Irish Studiesbased on Irish Studies

Using our Irish Studies holdings which are Using our Irish Studies holdings which are 
both varied and controlledboth varied and controlled
Where existing work will gather multiWhere existing work will gather multi--
media resources and formatsmedia resources and formats
Which is professionally developed and Which is professionally developed and 
maintainedmaintained
Initial funding with UC Berkeley from NEH Initial funding with UC Berkeley from NEH 
to test searching and linking on to test searching and linking on 
bibliographic databibliographic data



Scanned text Named Entities



Hovering over a named entity highlights the 
areas where it appears in the text.



Named entities are linked to specific resources or 
dynamic searches over relevant databases.



Named entities not detected automatically can 
be added manually.



ConclusionsConclusions
The Data Grid will be the key area of eThe Data Grid will be the key area of e--Science activity Science activity 
in the humanities and artsin the humanities and arts
Data Grid based eData Grid based e--Science in the humanities and arts isScience in the humanities and arts is
challengingchallenging
Key infrastructure is required together with enhanced Key infrastructure is required together with enhanced 
search capabilitiessearch capabilities
Spatial organisation of data is poorly established in the Spatial organisation of data is poorly established in the 
humanitieshumanities
Chance to fully exploit the vast array of eChance to fully exploit the vast array of e--resources resources 
already availablealready available
Opportunity for fundamental change in humanities and Opportunity for fundamental change in humanities and 
arts researcharts research
Projects will be costly and the climate may not be right Projects will be costly and the climate may not be right 
for infrastructural projectsfor infrastructural projects



Integrating e-resources through the data grid: statistics, maps, photographs, text,
manuscripts, existing e-resources, websites, museum objects . . .
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